
Custom Flashings
Steeline FNW can custom manufacture any flashing to suit your requirements. Whether 
it’s to cap off your new roof, or just tidy up the job, we can create the perfect solution.
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Roof Flashings
Flashings are used to offer water protection, while also providing a pleasing aesthetic touch for any roof design. Some of 
the many variants we offer include barge ends, apron flashings, box gutters and trim ends. These designs often come with 
the choice of two different varieties; curved or the traditional square shaped flashings.

Types of Flashing
Barge Flashing – a corner flashing that elegantly finishes off your roof. These are often made with a V bead or bird’s beak 
at the bottom edge.

Box gutter – a rectangular design used within the boundaries of your roof. These are available with infold, outfold, 
splashback and squashfold edges

Apron Flashings – a folded piece of metal which is used to stop water from penetrating the space where a roof intersects 
with the vertical portion of the house.

Other types include but are not limited to:

∙ Industrial Eave Gutters   ∙ Valley Gutters   ∙ Trough Gutters   ∙ Corner Flashings
∙ Foot Moulds   ∙ Pole Plate Flashings   ∙ Sill Flashings

Specifications
Here are some examples of FNW’s extensive range of flashings.

Flashings are available either tapered or straight and in lengths of up to 8 metres. Also available is the popular Barge 
flashing – made to size; Barge flashing is suitable to finish off the roof sheeting at Barge Boards, providing a watertight and 
neat finish to the roof. Flashings can be made for any purpose/size and application. Minimum of 1 metre will be charged.

Minimum flashing fold is 10mm. Safety edge = 2 Bends. Maximum flashing length is 8 LM. Flashings under 1 LM 
will be charged at a minimum of 1 LM. Standard bend tolerance is ±2mm. Please advise if flashing length is critical.
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COLOUR YOUR FLASHING
Of all the elements of design, colour is the most powerful and personal. The COLORBOND® steel colour palette makes it easy 
to express yourself with colour. Steeline FNW provides you with a huge colour range to choose from which have been inspired 
by Australia’s own magnificent backyard.

The COLORBOND® steel colour swatches in this brochure have been reproduced to represent 
actual product colours as accurately as possible. However we recommend checking your 
chosen colour against an actual sample of the product before purchasing, as varying light 
conditions and limitations of the printing process may affect colour tones. COLORBOND® and ® 
colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. ™ colour names are trade 
marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
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PALE EUCALYPT® MANOR RED®
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